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Crystallinity and grain boundary control of
TIPS-pentacene in organic thin-film transistors
for the ultra-high sensitive detection of NO2†

Bingyao Shao,a Yiming Liu,b Xinming Zhuang,a Sihui Hou,a Shijiao Han,a

Xinge Yu *b and Junsheng Yu *a

Herein, ultra-sensitive nitrogen dioxide (NO2) gas sensors based on 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)-

pentacene (TIPS-pentacene) organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) are reported. These sensors were

fabricated by a simple solvent selection method that enabled crystallinity and grain boundary (GB)

control and regulation; superior sensitivity of the sensors could be achieved using appropriate organic

solvents to balance the crystallinity and density of the GBs in TIPS-pentacene films. o-Xylene was proved to

be the best organic solvent for the optimization of the crystallinity and GB density in TIPS-pentacene films.

The sensitivity of the sensors processed using o-xylene towards 10 ppm NO2 was more than 58 times that of

the devices processed using the chlorobenzene solvent. Importantly, the limit of detection (LOD) of 1.93 ppb

was achieved by our best NO2 sensors. A series of characterizations and tests, including morphology, crystal

structure, and surface chemical group measurements, were carried out to illustrate the sensing mechanism.

Moreover, the real-time sensing, reproducibility, selectivity, and low gate-voltage tests of these devices were

conducted, and the results demonstrated that the selection of an appropriate solvent was essential to achieve

high-performance gas sensors.

Introduction

Although upon burning, fossil fuels release environmentally
harmful gases into the atmosphere, they still remain the main
energy source for industrial production and transportation.1

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), one of the detrimental exhaust gases, is
likely to cause respiratory diseases, such as chronic bronchitis,
pediatric asthma, and emphysema, even at low concentration
levels.2 Hence, the precise and efficient detection of NO2 is
essential for human health and disease prevention. The current
widely used resistance-type oxide-based NO2 sensors typically
require higher temperatures ranging from tens to hundred
degrees for operation.3 Recently, organic material-based resistance-
type NO2 sensors in which an ion-in-conjugation polymer is used
as the reactive material have been reported for the highly sensi-
tive detection of NO2 at room temperature;4 based on the advances
made in materials, cost, fabrication complexity, and operation
temperature,5,6 organic thin-film transistor (OTFT)-based gas sensors
are promising platforms due to their ability to detect multiple

parameters such as threshold voltage (Vth), saturation current
(Ion), off current (Ioff), on/off ratio (Ion/Ioff), sub-threshold slope
(SS), and field-effect mobility (m).7–9 Furthermore, OTFTs are
compatible with standard integrated circuit (IC) technologies,
thus making the development of smart and biocompatible elec-
tronic noses possible for applications in various areas such as cell-
phones, laptops, and smart appliances.10,11

In the past decade, many efforts have been made for the
performance enhancement of OTFT-based gas sensors. The
strategies used for the development of high-sensitivity OTFT
gas sensors can be classified into three main groups: (1) the
design and synthesis of novel gas-sensitive organic semi-
conductors (OSCs);12–14 (2) the modification of the interfaces
between functional layers;15 and (3) the regulation of the micro-
structures of organic sensing films.16 For instance, fluoride- and
methoxy-substituted polymers have been developed as gas-
sensitive OSCs, and the corresponding OTFT-based sensors
can realize highly sensitive detection of NO2 at the low concen-
tration of tens of ppb.17 By focusing on interface engineering
rather than the synthesis of new OSCs, our laboratory developed
a simple UVO treatment method to generate analyte-sensitive
functional groups on the surface of polymer dielectrics and
realized highly sensitive OTFT NO2 sensors with the limit of
detection (LOD) of B400 ppb.18 In addition to these two methods,
the other simple and effective strategy for improving the sensor
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performance is to control the microstructures, including the
roughness, crystallinity, and grain boundaries (GBs), of the OSC
films.19–21 Mostly, the presence of a large number of GBs in
polycrystalline materials can enhance gas sensitivity.22 In addition
to the GB effect, Chi et al. suggested that the performance of the
OTFT gas sensors highly depends on charge transportability in
the OSC films. Based on this principle, they developed an ultra-
sensitive NO2 gas sensor with the LOD of 20 ppb using crystalline
6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene (TIPS-pentacene) as the
sensing film.23 Therefore, the investigation and regulation of
the crystallinity of organic thin films is a promising route for
the achievement of high-performance OTFT gas sensors. According
to the guideline of this route, the selection of suitable organic
materials with great electrical performance, diverse crystal phases
and morphologies is the key for the successful fabrication of
ultrasensitive gas sensors.

Recently, some OSC materials, such as benzothiophene
(C8-BTBT), TIPS-pentacene, and other soluble pentacene deri-
vatives, have attracted significant interest due to their high
mobility, great current on/off ratio, and compatibility with
various simple and practical solution deposition methods.24–27

An equally important fact is that the solidification of these OSC
materials can be well-controlled by simply choosing appropriate
solvents or introducing additives, and thus, the desired side-chain
alignments and crystalline structures can be achieved.28,29 Schulz
et al. demonstrated a simple solvent vapor process for realizing
high-mobility OTFTs by controlling the nucleation and polymer
chain arrangements in the OSC films.30 Lee et al. reported a
solution-shearing method for the fabrication of high-mobility
OTFTs and indicated the important role of solvents in the
electrical properties of the OSC films.31 All these solvent studies
on OTFTs were focused on enhancing the device performance.
However, the development of highly sensitive OTFT gas sensors by
controlling the film crystallinity and electrical properties has
still been seldom studied. For these reasons, the development
of simple approaches to better control the crystallinity and GBs
of OSC materials for the achievement of high-performance
gas sensors can have a major impact in the field of organic
electronics.

In this study, we systematically varied, characterized and
optimized the TIPS-pentacene films by investigating the corre-
lations between the processing solvent and the crystallinity,
GBs, and sensing properties of the OTFT-based gas sensors.
As a result, we realized ultrasensitive OTFT NO2 gas sensors
using o-xylene as a solvent for the TIPS-pentacene films. The
sensitivity of the o-xylene-processed sensors was 20.5� and
58.8� greater than those of the 1,2-dichlorobenzene (1,2-DCB)
and chlorobenzene (CB)-processed sensors, respectively, for NO2 at
10 ppm. The LOD of B1.93 ppb was realized by the best sensors,
which was comparable and even greater than those of the commer-
cially available metal–oxide sensors. To the best of our knowledge,
the sensor proposed herein is the most sensitive OTFT-based NO2

sensor developed to date. Furthermore, its selectivity towards other
common detrimental gases in two working modes, namely the
sub-threshold region (VGS = VDS = �4 V) and the saturation region
(VGS = VDS = �40 V), was studied and has been discussed.

Experimental

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Mw B 120 000) and TIPS-
pentacene (499%, HPLC) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich were
used as received. PMMA was dissolved in anisole (Tokyo
Chemical Industry Co. Ltd) to the concentration of 10 wt% to
fabricate the dielectric layer. TIPS-pentacene was dissolved in
CB, 1,2-DCB, toluene, and o-xylene (Tokyo Chemical Industry
Co. Ltd) to the concentration of 5 mg mL�1. Dry air and 60 ppm
standard NO2 were purchased from Sichuan Tianyi Science &
Technology Co. and mixed to achieve required concentrations
using a mass flow controller for sensor measurement.

OTFTs were fabricated with a bottom-gate and top contact
structure (Fig. 1a). Indium tin oxide (ITO) glass substrates and
highly n-doped h100i silicon wafers with 300 nm thermally
grown oxide layer (SiO2) were ultrasonically cleaned sequen-
tially with chloroform, acetone, and isopropyl alcohol for
15 min each, and then put in an oven for drying at 80 1C. After
substrate drying, PMMA was spin-coated on the ITO substrates
at 1500 rpm for 1 min, and baked in an oven at 90 1C for 8 h to
completely remove the residual solvents. Here, ITO was used as
the gate electrode and PMMA as the dielectric layer. In the Si
wafer, n-doped Si was used as the gate electrode and SiO2 as
the dielectric layer. Next, the TIPS-pentacene solution was spin-
coated at 2000 rpm for 1 min in a glove box and then, annealed
at 125 1C for 15 min. Finally, the 50 nm Au source and drain
electrodes were thermally evaporated on top of the OSCs at a rate of
0.5 Å s�1 under 3� 10�3 Pa via a metal shadow mask. The channel
width (W) and length (L) were 100 mm and 1 cm, respectively.

Fig. 1 (a) The device architecture of the OTFT sensors used in this
study and the schematic showing the NO2 gas sensing mechanism of
the TIPS-pentacene film. (b) and (c) Transfer curves for the CB, 1,2-DCB,
toluene and o-xylene-processed devices upon exposure to NO2 at various
concentrations at room temperature (VDS = �40 V): (b) square root of
the drain–source currents versus gate voltage, and (c) log plots of drain–
source current versus gate voltages.
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The OTFT sensors were put in an airtight chamber for gas
sensing measurement, where proper concentrations of gases
were obtained by first mixing dry air and the analyte gas
(60 ppm standard NO2), and then, introduced into the chamber
by mass flow controllers (MFCs, Environics, Gas Dilution
System, Series 4040). 100 ppm standard SO2 gas, 100 ppm
standard NH3 gas, and 100 ppm standard H2S were used for
the selectivity study. Those mixed gases were inducted into the
test chamber by MFCs. The flow rate was controlled at 200 sccm
(standard cm3 min�1). The electrical characteristics of all the
samples were measured by a Keithley Semiconductor Charac-
terization System 4200 at room temperature. The m of the OTFT
was extracted in the saturation region using eqn (1):

IDS ¼
W

2L

� �
mCi VGS � VTð Þ2 (1)

where Ci is the capacitance (per unit area) of the dielectric layer,
and VGS is the gate voltage.

Here, we used SS to estimate the trap density (N) at the
interface between the OSCs and dielectrics according to eqn (2):

SS ¼ KBT

q
ln 10 1þ qN

Ci

� �
(2)

where KB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature,
and q is the electronic charge.

To explore the effect of the solvents on the features and
morphologies of the TIPS-pentacene films, optical microscopy
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (MFP-3D-BIO, Asylum
Research) were performed. The microstructures of the TIPS-
pentacene films were measured by a field scanning electronic
microscope (FSEM, FEI Inspect F50) and X-ray diffractometer
(XRD, Bruker AXS GMBH D2 phaser). The diffuse reflectance
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) measurements were conducted
using an FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Nicole-10,
Waltham, MA, USA).

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows the schematic illustration of a bottom-gate top-
contact TIPS-pentacene-based OTFT sensor. The grain bound-
aries of the TIPS-pentacene thin film provide a pathway for the
diffusion of the NO2 molecules. Before measuring the response
to NO2, first, the electrical properties were investigated, and the
data are summarized in Table 1. The representative transfer
curves of these devices fabricated on the PMMA and SiO2

dielectrics are shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). Due to weak wettability

between 1,2-DCB and SiO2, the TIPS-pentacene film could not
be easily coated on the pure SiO2 surface; therefore, no transistor
performance was reported for the 1,2-DCB-processed devices.
All other OTFTs exhibited typical p-type transistor characteristics.
It can be clearly seen that the electrical properties m and Ion

are highly dependent on the solvents. The devices processed by
CB and o-xylene exhibited greater OTFT performance, whereas
the devices processed by 1,2-DCB and toluene showed poorer
performance. Moreover, the devices fabricated on SiO2 had both
higher Ion and Ioff than those fabricated on the PMMA substrates;
this essentially indicated that the SiO2 devices had lower trap
density.32 As shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), when the SiO2 devices were
exposed to NO2, the Ioff of the OTFTs drifted obviously with
an increase in the NO2 concentration. To better analyze the
performance of the sensors, we mainly focused on the perfor-
mance of the OTFT sensors fabricated on the PMMA dielectric
unless otherwise specified.

We first studied the variation in the performance of the
OTFT sensors processed using different solvents. All the devices
were investigated under the same condition under exposure to
NO2 at various concentrations ranging from 0 ppm to 10 ppm.
For each concentration of NO2, the measurement was performed
after 2 min of dry air purging. Herein, to intuitively evaluate the
performance of these NO2 gas sensors, the responsivity R of the
gas analyte was used as the key factor and calculated from the
eqn (3), where IGAS and IAIR are the drain currents under the NO2

gas and dry air atmospheres, respectively.

R ¼ IGAS � IAIR

IAIR

� �
� 100% (3)

Fig. 1b and c show the representative transfer curves of
the OTFT sensors in response to different NO2 concentrations.
The responses of the o-xylene and toluene-processed devices
to different NO2 concentrations were extremely high, whereas
those of the CB and 1,2-DCB-processed devices were much
weaker. The R of the o-xylene-processed devices towards 10 ppm
NO2 was as high as 126%, which was 6.46 times that of the
CB-processed devices (R B 19.5%). The R values of the toluene
and 1,2-DCB-processed devices were 118.7% and 24%, respec-
tively. Crystalline microstructures are typical features in the TIPS-
pentacene thin films, where the GBs can absorb gas molecules
and cause changes in the charge transport properties.33 Hence,
the increase in Ion can be attributed to the absorption of the
oxidizing NO2 molecules between GBs.

Table 1 Performance of the TIPS-pentacene OTFTs fabricated by the indicated solvents on ITO/PMMA and Si/SiO2 substrates

Substrate ITO/PMMA Si/SiO2

Parameters Mobility (10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1) Ion (10�6 A) Ioff (10�9 A) Mobility (10�3 cm2 V�1 s�1) Ion (10�6 A) Ioff (10�9 A)

CB 8 � 2 10 � 2 0.5 � 0.1 3.5 � 1 13 � 2 1600 � 200
1,2-DCB 3 � 1 4.1 � 0.1 0.1 � 0.02 — — —
Toluene 2.5 � 1 3.3 � 0.2 0.7 � 0.1 3 � 1 5.7 � 0.2 59 � 5
O-Xylene 20 � 5 19 � 2 6.6 � 0.5 30 � 6 22 � 3 7.7 � 1

Average of Z10 devices. Measured under ambient conditions: relative humidity (RH) = 50–60%.
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Although the sensing properties of the toluene-processed
devices are greater than those of the CB-processed devices, their
saturation current and mobility are lower than those of the
CB-processed devices. There are two reasons for the greater
transistor performance of the CB or o-xylene-processed devices;
one reason is the better solubility of TIPS-pentacene in these
two solvents, and the other reason is that the boiling points
of these two solvents (o-xylene B138.4 1C and CB B131 1C) are
close to the annealing temperature (125 1C) of the TIPS-
pentacene film. Therefore, the crystallinity of the 1,2-DCB and
toluene-processed TIPS-pentacene films are not only affected
by solubility differences, but also influenced by the boiling
point differences (boiling points: B180.5 1C for 1,2-DCB and
B111 1C for toluene). These results suggest that the sensing
properties of these devices are dominated by the film micro-
structures. Hence, the morphology of the TIPS-pentacene films
was investigated next.

As is well-known, spin-coated TIPS-pentacene films usually
exhibit poor crystallinity, and the corresponding OTFTs typi-
cally have lower carrier mobilities.34 However, disordered films
may create large density of GBs for enhancing the sensing
performance of OTFTs.35,36 To evaluate the GBs in these TIPS-
pentacene films, the surface morphology of the TIPS-pentacene
films spin-coated with four different solutions was character-
ized via AFM (Fig. 2a). The TIPS-pentacene films processed by
both CB and toluene owned typical dendritic features but quite
different roughness (CB B1.87 nm and toluene B5.07 nm).
The films processed by 1,2-DCB and o-xylene showed discrete
features and similar roughness (1,2-DCB B2.23 nm and
o-xylene B2.07 nm). Moreover, the XRD measurements (Fig. 2c
and Fig. S3 (ESI†)) indicated that the TIPS-pentacene films
processed with different solvents exhibited different degrees of

crystallization. In the TIPS-pentacene crystal structures, the peaks
at 51 and 171 were correlated to the (001) and (003) reflections,
respectively.37 Herein, the (003) reflections were only observed
for the o-xylene-processed TIPS-pentacene films, indicating that
the molecular orientations and crystallization in the o-xylene-
processed films were more uniform and ordered than those in
the films processed using the other three solvents. This result is
consistent with the optical microscopy images and the OTFT
electrical performance [Fig. 2b and Fig. S4, S5 (ESI†)]. Therefore,
we can conclude that the p–p-stacked TIPS-pentacene films
processed by o-xylene are the best among all the films.

The well p–p-stacked TIPS-pentacene films can provide
deeper penetration paths for the NO2 molecules, and thus,
greater responsivity could be realized in the corresponding
OTFT sensors (Fig. 2d); however, the gaps in between GBs in
the toluene-processed film were also larger, which could cause
poor carrier transport.38 The evidence for this can be found
in the I–V characteristics presented in Table 1. In the CB and
1,2-DCB-processed films, it was also very clear that the OTFT
performance and sensing properties could be modulated by
balancing the crystallinity and the density of the GBs. Thus, we
can summarize that the electrical performance and sensing
properties of the TIPS-pentacene films depend on both the
crystallinity and the density of GBs.39–41

To confirm whether there is a morphology change in the
PMMA dielectric layer after spin coating with the four solutions,
we also performed AFM of the PMMA dielectric films before and
after spin-coating them with the four solvents, as shown in Fig. S6
(ESI†). The morphologies of the PMMA films were almost
the same before and after spin-coating with the solvents, and
they had a very smooth surface and the RMS roughness of
0.35–0.60 nm. Besides the microscopes, we characterized the
surface chemistry to evaluate if any chemical groups/bonds
were created after spin coating the PMMA films with the
solvents. The FTIR spectra presented in Fig. S7 (ESI†) did not
show any new peaks or shifts for all the solvent-treated PMMA
films, demonstrating that no chemical groups/bonds were
generated by these solvents. Consequently, the phenomenon
of diverse morphology in the TIPS-pentacene films could be
confirmed to be due to the solvent-induced crystallization
difference rather than the impact of the dielectric layers (Fig. S1c
and f (ESI†)).

The migration of charge carriers in polycrystalline organic
films associates with both charge transport in the crystals and
hopping in between adjacent grains under electric fields.
Therefore, the density of GBs is critical for OTFT gas sensors
as the analyte molecules are usually absorbed in between the
GBs of the OSC films.42 the charge carriers trapped in the OSC
GBs can lead to a higher potential barrier. Hence, when the
oxidizing NO2 gas was inducted, the number of free hole
charges increased, and the potential barriers decreased due
to the acceptance of electrons. Consequently, Ion increased when
the NO2 molecules filled into the GBs. The poor responsivity
of the CB and 1,2-DCB-processed devices was due to the lower
density of GBs and weak crystallinity. In contrast, the better
crystallinity and high density of the GBs in the toluene and

Fig. 2 (a) AFM images of the TIPS-pentacene films grown on PMMA
dielectric and processed using the indicated solvents. (b) SEM images of
the TIPS-pentacene films on PMMA processed with the four solvents.
(c) XRD patterns of TIPS-pentacene films spun from different solvents on
PMMA. (d) Schematic representing the four kinds of TIPS-pentacene films
under NO2.
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o-xylene-processed devices resulted in the excellent sensing
performance of these devices.

Then, we studied the real-time sensitivity of the four kinds of
solvent-processed sensors. Before the introduction of NO2, all
devices with the bias VDS = VGS = �40 V were exposed to dry air
for 20 min, until the saturation current Ion was stable (Fig. S8,
(ESI†)). The measurement procedure involved alternative intro-
duction of NO2 at different concentrations (from 0 to 10 ppm)
and dry air. At first, the responsivity of all the devices increased
with an increase in the NO2 concentration (B10 min). After
exposing the devices to NO2 for a certain time, the response
difference between sensors at higher NO2 concentrations could
be observed. As shown in Fig. 3a, it is clear that the responsivity
of the toluene and o-xylene-processed devices is superior to that
of the CB and 1,2-DCB-processed devices. The responsivity to
10 ppm NO2 for the CB, 1,2-DCB, toluene, and o-xylene-processed
devices is 28.80%, 49.86%, 200.0% and 274.8%, respectively.
After obtaining the responsivity data of these devices towards
different NO2 concentrations, additional 4 cycle tests with 10 ppm
NO2 were performed for all the devices to further evaluate the
long-term working stability and repeatability. It was found that
the o-xylene-processed device showed a relatively stable response
after the multi-cycle operation, whereas the CB and 1,2-DCB-
processed devices failed to respond to NO2 after two additional
cycles. The stability of the toluene-processed device decreased
significantly after operation for multiple cycles, whereas the
responsivity of the o-xylene-processed devices was still very good

after many cycles. However, a longer recovery time was required
for the o-xylene-processed devices.

Considering practical applications, the capability of reuse
is highly relevant to the lifetime of the devices. As shown in
Fig. 3b, when the o-xylene-processed device was exposed to
10 ppm NO2 for 5 min, the drain current increased 1.26 times
that of the device before exposure to NO2. The I–V character-
istics of the device gradually recovered to their initial state after
turning off NO2 and storing the device in the air for 5 days.
Further testing of the device in vacuum at B3� 10�3 Pa did not
cause any change in the drain current. This result indicates
that the NO2 sensing mechanism of the TIPS-pentacene OTFT
sensors is a physical adsorption process rather than irreversible
chemical reactions. Hence, the device characteristics could
recover to their original states gradually under ambient conditions
or rapidly in vacuum. It is also feasible to accelerate the recovery
by increasing the surrounding temperature since physical adsorp-
tion and desorption highly depend on temperature.43 Therefore,
we confirmed that these NO2 gas sensors could be repeatedly used
for detecting a broad range of NO2 concentrations.

High-responsivity sensors can detect analytes at ultra-low
concentrations. In the OTFT sensors, the responsivity can be
further amplified in different working modes.44 Similar to the
modulation of dark current in photodetectors,45,46 the drain
current of OTFTs at a very low gate voltage (close to the noise
level) often exhibit a greater response to analytes than the
saturation current.47 Herein, we used two working modes,
i.e. the sub-threshold region (VGS = VDS = �4 V) and the
saturation region (VGS = VDS = �40 V), to study the mechanism
of gas sensing. Fig. 4a shows the output characteristics in the
sub-threshold region for the four kinds of OTFT sensors. The
four devices presented varied responses in the sub-threshold
region. The o-xylene-processed device shows the outstanding
responsivity of 1329% to 1 ppm gas in the sub-threshold region,
which is 18.75 times the responsivity measured in the

Fig. 3 (a) Real-time sensitivity (VDS = VGS = �40 V) of the four kinds of
TIPS-pentacene films deposited on the ITO/PMMA substrate in response
to dynamic switching between NO2 concentrations. (b) Transfer curves of
a representative OTFT sensor processed by o-xylene when tested in
different environments.

Fig. 4 (a) Output curves for the four kinds of devices (O-xylene, Toluene,
CB, and 1,2-DCB) in the sub-threshold region under a gate voltage
(VGS = �4 V) for 1 ppm NO2 detection at room temperature. (b) Calculation
of the LOD of the o-xylene device for NO2. (c and d) Responsivity of a transistor
fabricated using o-xylene on PMMA dielectric in the saturation region and the
sub-threshold region towards 10 ppm NO2, SO2, NH3, and H2S.
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saturation region (70.87%). This result suggests that the sensors
working in the sub-threshold region can possibly be used for the
detection of NO2 at ultra-low concentrations. The responsivity
changes of the OTFT sensors to various NO2 concentrations are
listed in Table 2. The LOD of the gas sensors is considered as a key
benchmark of their performance. Fig. 4b illustrates the o-xylene-
processed devices tested in the sub-threshold region for ultra-low
NO2 concentrations (ranging from 60 ppb to 360 ppb), where we
can estimate the LOD using the linear fitting method.48 The
responsivities (same as the definition in Table 2) to 60, 120,
240, and 360 ppb were 114.8%, 256.6%, 411.3%, and 552.3%,
respectively. The estimated LOD of the o-xylene-processed device
is 1.93 ppb, which is much lower than those of most of the
reported OTFT gas sensors,9 suggesting that these sensors can
monitor trace amounts of NO2 in practical applications. To the
best of our knowledge, the LOD of 1.93 ppb is the record
performance for the OTFT-based NO2 sensors reported to date.

Selectivity is another key parameter for gas sensors. Herein,
we tested the selectivity of the best performing devices in both
the saturation and sub-threshold regions. Moreover, four common
polluting gases, i.e. NO2, SO2, NH3, and H2S, which often mix
together with NO2 in exhaust gases, have been used to study the
selectivity. As shown in Fig. 4c and d, it is clear that the response of
the sensors to NO2 was much greater than that towards the other
three gases; particularly, the NO2 responsivities were 121.6%
(saturation region) and 3342% (sub-threshold region) to 10 ppm
NO2, whereas the responsivities to SO2 were 42.19% (saturation
region) and 274% (sub-threshold region) at the same concentration.
Since NH3 and H2S are reduction gases, the current variation of the
sensors is typically negative. The responsivities of the sensor were
�25.4% (saturation region) and �53% (sub-threshold region) to
NH3 and �34.8% (saturation region) and �52% (sub-threshold
region) to H2S at the concentration of 10 ppm. From the selectivity
measurement, it is clear that these OTFT sensors are extremely
sensitive to NO2 as compared to the other three gas analytes.

Conclusions

In summary, OTFT-based NO2 sensors with ultrahigh sensitivity
and good selectivity were realized by controlling and regulating
the microstructures in the OSC films. Via careful selection of
solvents for TIPS-pentacene formation, the film microstructures,
including grain sizes, GBs, crystallinity, and p–p stacking, as well
as charge transport behaviors could be well-controlled, thus
enabling great performance improvement for the gas sensors.
These optimized sensors with the outstanding LOD of 1.93 ppb

yielded the highest performance metric among the OTFT-based
NO2 sensors reported to date in peer-reviewed studies. Our study
provides a novel understanding of the role of solvents in the
formation of GBs, together with the advantages of a simple
fabrication method. Hence, we believe that this simple strategy
will act as a foundation and open new opportunities for realizing
high-performance and low power-consuming gas sensors based
on organic semiconductors.
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